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YOUTH COMMUNITY GREENING – 2015/16
Project Manager:

Melissa Wyatt - Head of
Education and Community
Programs

Youth Community Greening Coordinator:

Peter Dawe

Community Greening Project Coordinator:

Phil Pettitt

Community Greening Officer:

Elizabeth Docking

Community Greening Officer:

Brenden Moore

Permaculture Garden – Bellambi PS
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Peter from YCG training a group of teachers.

About the Program
Youth Community Greening (YCG) is an
environmental education program targeting
disadvantaged urban and regional youth (2 - 25
years). YCG is a partnership between the Royal
Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust (the Trust),
Eden Gardens & Garden Centres and Bloomberg.
The Trust delivers the program while Eden
Gardens, Bloomberg and the Foundation &
Friends of the Botanic Gardens provide financial
support, input into strategic development, and
in-kind support of plants and products.
YCG assists disadvantaged preschools, schools,
migrant youth groups, Youth off the Streets,

Students from Berkeley PS searching for potatoes.

Juvenile Detention Centres, and other similar
targeted groups of young people through helping

Outcomes include:

create productive school and community gardens

•

vulnerable youth

and green landscapes. The program also delivers
syllabus-linked environmental classroom and

•
•

Increase youth ownership of public places

•

Educate young people about healthy

The program inspires the appreciation and
conservation of plants and the environment.

lifestyle choices
•

Educators help youth and teachers connect with
the natural environment and experience the joys

Create opportunities for young people to
connect with nature

outdoor activities at schools and centres across
NSW.

Building self-esteem and resilience in

Provide and develop gardening skills and
enhance employment opportunities

•

of being outdoors and gardening.

Green the urban environment and
promote sustainable lifestyles

•

Promote sustainability through garden
programs in schools and youth centres

•

Provide training opportunities for staff
involved with disadvantaged
youth.
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Why target youth?

becoming more optimistic about the future in the
process. It may even contribute to the next

Children (0-14 year olds) and young people (15-

generation of innovators in the sustainability and

24 year olds) face many challenges for the future,

environmental sectors.

including finding their identity in an uncertain
and changing world. They experience peer group

Building on a successful model

pressure and have to deal with social,

YCG is the offspring of Community Greening,

employment and financial issues.

which was established in 1999 as a partnership
between the Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain
Trust and Family and Community Services (FACS).
This successful program facilitates the
establishment of community gardens primarily in
Community Housing estates. ‘Community
Greening’ is the name for a range of activities to
promote communal garden projects undertaken
by the two organisations. By promoting

Students at Chester Hill PS enhancing the school garden.

communal gardening in social housing

Young people are readily influenced by their

communities, and on nearby locations, a

environment and their personal development is

significant contribution to improved social

shaped by their experiences with family, friends,

cohesion, crime reduction and public health in

school and community. They are also affected by

both urban and regional New South Wales is

their surroundings - the built and natural

made.

environment. Many young people today are
growing up with few opportunities to connect
with nature.
The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust has
a commitment to inspire the appreciation and
conservation of plants and the environment. The
experienced specialist horticultural educators of
Youth Community Greening help young people
discover the rewards of gardening, build social

Phil from Community Greening offering
invaluable advice.

cohesion and gain a sense of achievement,
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Comparison of visits, sessions and sites

YCG Engagement Profile 2016/17
Total participants:

11,382

Number of visits:

337

Year
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17

Number of Sessions: 565
Number of New Sites: 43
Comparison of total numbers with previous years.
15000

Visits

Sessions

200
219
179
148
404
395
330
337
2212

304
470
360
258
579
592
502
565
3630

Participants

4643
3797
4403
3361
7494
12409
13470
11382
64585

New
Sites

29
16
12
8
43
60
59
43
303

Total Participants 2016/17
The YCG program could not function effectively

10000

without the generous support of sponsors and
5000

donators, who provide financial support and
donations of plants and materials. Eden Garden,

0

Bloomberg and Foundation & Friends of the
Botanic Gardens provide financial support and
2016/17 has seen a slight dip in total numbers
participating in the YCG program from 2015/16.

Eden also donates plants to the program. Plant
donations this year are as follows:

However, there was a significant increase in the
number of workshops and sessions delivered to
students with special needs. These sessions are
traditionally delivered to smaller groups to get
the most out of the workshop. The program

Plants such as these are donated to the YCG program.

expanded further during the year with 43 new

Eden Gardens – 16 trays of mixed vegetables,

sites visited and developed.

herbs and flowers.
Oasis – 45 trays of mixed vegetables, herbs and

Comparison of total educational workshops delivered.

Number of
Workshops/lessons
800
600
400
200
0

flowers.
Alpine Native Nursery – 550 tube stock & 185
native plants.
Toolijooa Environmental – 600 tube stock, 35
native plants.
Yates – 60 packets of seeds
Wollongong Council Nursery – 60
native plants
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Significant Programs and Initiatives

The gardens developed at the various sites are
used to identify and educate school staff,

Aboriginal Education Programs

communities and students about the significance

Throughout the 2016/17 year YCG has worked on

of plants in Aboriginal culture and their ongoing

42 different indigenous gardens and advised on

importance to us all. Through these gardens

numerous others. These gardens have been quite

students are gaining a greater understanding of

diverse in structure and appearance and

plant use for food, medicine, shelter, tools,

generally have demonstrated the traditional uses

weapons and seasonal signs.

of plants endemic to the region.
At some sites the gardens are trails throughout
the school, identifying plants and explaining their
use. Others are existing gardens that have been
transformed into inviting learning spaces.

Brenden showing students in Broken Hill how to play the
Didgeridoo.

All of the various youth centres and schools
across the state are using these gardens as both
educational resources and settings for areas of

Indigenous garden at Fairfield West PS.

quiet reflection, reading, creative arts and
discussions.

YCG has had the fortunate opportunity to work
collaboratively on these gardens with various
Aboriginal groups and elders, Land Councils,
Aboriginal Education Officers and Youth Liaison
Officers. Through this cooperative planning
wonderful spaces have been created with
genuine meaning and relevance.

Learning Circle within Reiby Juvenile Justice Centre
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NAIDOC Week is celebrated in schools between
mid-June and the end of July. This period
continues to be a very busy time for the YCG
program as schools and centres are using this
time to educate young people about the role that
plants played in Aboriginal tradition. YCG was
invited to speak at numerous whole school
assemblies and run many successful and
engaging workshops during this time.

Peter delivering a sustainable gardening workshop in Broken Hill.

Over 30 workshops were delivered to 600 plus
participants during the Sustainable Outreach
event. The workshops contained valuable
information for the schools and students about
productive produce, sustainable gardening,
traditional uses of plants, pollination and
composting. Sustainable Outreach provides an
opportunity for regional schools and
Signage gives more value to gardens as a resource.

communities to learn through hands on
interactive activities and it’s a wonderful

Outreach Programs

experience for all involved.

The YCG and CG teams teamed up with the
Wambangalang Environmental Education Centre

The workshops encouraged students to; enhance

from Dubbo, the Warrumbungles EEC, Red Hill

critical and creative thinking skills, work

EEC and Taronga Western Plains Zoo for a

effectively as part of teams, use scientific tools

successful sustainability outreach tour to Broken

and to investigate using emerging technologies.

Hill. The aims of the trip were to successfully

In addition, teachers were provided with the

address the following outcomes for remote

opportunity to engage with specialists to build

communities: Quality learning for every

their own professional

community, curriculum access for all and

practice and to gain ideas

effective partnerships and connections for

for integrating

students through the delivery of the

sustainability into the

Sustainability Outreach program.

curriculum.
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Working in Detention Centres
YCG has continued its ongoing support of
Dorchester School, which is situated within the
walls of Reiby Juvenile Detention Centre. YCG
works collaboratively with the school, juvenile
justice staff and the local Tharawal group on
numerous gardening projects with the young

Uncle Dean & Uncle Ivan addressing some of the young men in

people detained in the Centre.

late 2014

The learning circle – ‘Wirijiribin Nura’ has
developed into a wonderful space within the
Centre, providing an area for learning and
conversation and also opportunities for garden
programs. This educational and cultural learning
space assists young people in gaining a greater
understanding of the importance of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander cultures. This is

Rhett Burraston (Young Indigenous Achiever of the Year) giving a
bush tucker talk in 2017.

achieved by reconnecting students with the land,
developing knowledge of local native plants and
providing quality cultural experiences. The
garden is the successful culmination of planning
and work by YCG, students, juvenile justice
centre & school staff and the local Tharawal
Group. The garden continues to be the focus of

The water feature taking shape 2017.

numerous cultural events and gives an

YCG is also involved in propagation and planting

opportunity for local elders to talk and provide

in the extensive vegetable garden around the

council to incarcerated youth. The following

school. The students enjoy using the wide variety

photos show the progression of the garden which

of fresh produce in their cooking classes.

is now having a water feature installed by the
youth of the centre.
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Partnerships with other organisations

YCG were involved with Alzheimer's Australia in
several ‘Grandparent’s Day’ events across

Partnerships are of significant importance to the
effectiveness of the YCG program. YCG has
worked collaboratively with numerous other
organisations throughout the year including the
Community Greening program. Some of these

Sydney. These events provided opportunities for
different generations to socialise and work
together on fun hands on gardening activities as
well as educating both the old and young about
keeping our minds and bodies active.

organisations which the YCG program continues
to foster healthy relationships with include DoE
Environmental Education Centres, Aboriginal
Education Officers, SW Sydney, SE Sydney and
Sydney Area Health. Local councils and FACS. All
of these organisations have assisted in delivering
valuable garden based experiences for youth,
staff and communities.

Another partnership commenced this year is the
HOPE program – Healthy Outcomes Positive
Engagement. The Police Youth Liaison Officer at
Macquarie Fields Police Dept. has been running
this successful program for the last few years and
this year enlisted the help of YCG to incorporate a
gardening component into the program. Twenty
‘at risk’ primary aged students are selected from
schools between Liverpool and Campbelltown.
They are collected every Wednesday morning
and dropped back to their schools after
participating in the program at the Koch Centre
(YOTS) at Macquarie Fields. YCG participates in

Working together with SSI and Playgroup NSW at Auburn
Community Friendship Garden.

the program fortnightly and the students have
been very engaged in this gardening component.

Some of the new successful collaborations this

Already after only 2 months there has been a

year were with Playgroup NSW, Settlement

noticeable positive improvement in the students’

Services International (SSI), Alzheimer's Australia

behaviour and attitudes.

and the Macquarie Fields Police Dept.

Grandparents Day with Alzheimer's Australia at Birrong PS

Youth from the HOPE program.
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These workshops provide teachers with the
confidence and knowledge to offer garden based
learning experiences to students back at their
schools and to link these experiences into the
school curriculum.
YCG has delivered workshops on ‘Veggie Garden
Basics’, ‘Sustainable Gardening’, ‘Habitat
Gardens’ and ‘Indigenous Gardens’. Feedback
Students from the HOPE program engaged in digital
photography at RBG

HSBC funding provided the opportunity for six
schools/groups to attend free excursions to the
Calyx in at the Royal Botanic Garden Sydney. YCG
arranged for some of the schools that it works
with to come into the Gardens for the day and

from teachers has always been excellent and
many teachers have returned for repeat
workshops. Many schools from disadvantaged
communities have also contacted YCG for follow
up programs in the schools with the students
resulting from these teacher training days.

take part in a ‘Nature Digital Photography’ lesson.
It was a wonderful opportunity for these groups
to come in to the city and see the beautiful
Gardens as well as having the Garden Educators
run them through the photography lesson.
Schools came from Macquarie Fields, Redfern,
Chester Hill and
Fairfield.
Representatives from
Bloomberg also joined

Dr John Martin from RGB talks to teachers about the
‘Hollows as Homes’ citizen science program.

Youth Eco Summit 2015

in on two of the days
and assisted the

The Youth Eco Summit (YES) is a curriculum-

children.

based sustainability festival for school students
and their teachers, which promotes student

Teacher Training Opportunities

leadership and features student sustainability
practices. Over the two days of the summit over

The teacher training days and events have been

300 students from 12 different

extremely popular and YCG has delivered

schools took part in ‘Sustainable

workshops to over 200 teachers in the last year.

Gardening’ workshops. The students
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and their teachers learnt about practical ways to

Developing and maintaining gardens has long

conserve water, efficient soil building,

been recognised as being therapeutic and it also

composting and worm farm techniques as well as

helps children with special needs develop skills

fun and innovative ways to re-use materials to

necessary to enjoy all of the aspects of being in

make gardens. As a result of presenting at the

nature.

Summit, YCG has gone on to work in several
more schools in low socio-economic areas
throughout the Sydney region.
The festival provides a wonderful opportunity to
connect with other environmental educators and
promote the services of YCG and The Royal
Botanic Gardens.
Young students from behaviour programs enjoying the physical
aspects of the garden program.

Benefits to these children include improved
motor skills, enhanced creativity, increased social
skills and improved self-confidence. Gardening
also reduces stress and helps children cope with
anxiety and frustration. Programs that YCG have
delivered in these classes include seed planting
Students at the Youth Eco Summit engaged in activities.

Students with Special Needs

and propagation, plant craft activities, cooking
with produce from their gardens and garden
maintenance.

YCG has continued to provide programs to
students with special needs in Schools for Special
Purposes (SSPs) and Support Unit classes. The
classes and schools that the YCG program works
with cater for students with diverse and complex
learning needs who require intensive levels of
support in these specialised settings. Delivering
garden programs with special needs children is a
very rewarding aspect of the YCG program.

Students from the support unit at James Meehan HS engaged in a
school beautification program.
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Variety of Education Programs

and collected leaf samples from numerous native
plants for the research project. Through this and

YCG has assisted in developing, creating and

future similar experiences it is envisaged that the

maintaining a wide variety of garden based and

young offenders involved will gain an

environmental educational experiences in over

appreciation of the natural environment, learn

100 sites and disadvantaged communities

the importance of protecting and preserving our

throughout the last year.

native ecosystems and perhaps develop an

These experiences and projects include native
habitat gardens, permaculture gardens, no-dig

interest which may lead to work opportunities for
them in the future.

veggie gardens, vertical gardens, bush tucker
gardens, Indigenous garden trails, wicking beds,
herb spirals, restoration projects, and teacher
training events.

Peter & Marlien (RBG Scientist) with a youth from Reiby JJC

It is important to involve students in every aspect
of the various garden programs/projects.
Students from Ambarvale Public School Support
Unit have been learning life and construction
Students from Fairfield West PS tried their hand at flower
pressing.

skills whilst working with YCG on their
remembrance sensory spiral garden. The

YCG has also been involved in several citizen

students have been very busy carting and placing

science programs, engaging youth in real science

bricks in the spiral and checking to make sure

with genuine outcomes. One such program is the

Peter was accurate with his levelling skills.

RBGs ‘Restore and Renew’ project, which is
collecting samples of native plants from across
the state to test resilience and compare DNA
from different regions for the same plant. YCG
scientists from RBG and young detainees from
the Reiby Juvenile Detention Centre. We walked
along the Georges River near the Ingleburn Weir
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2017/18 Future Directions

half the centres in the state are not meeting
these targets and YCG can assist with this.

Strategic Direction 1: To continue with the
expansion of the program in both urban and
regional areas.

In 2017/18, YCG will continue to work with
Playgroup NSW and expand this working
relationship to provide support in more centres.

In 2017/18 John T Reid has supported YCG to
implement a regional program in twelve regional
schools. This program will provide the school
with a garden which will also be an educational
resource for the school and community. The
garden will represent the habitat of a local
threatened animal species and will be

Strategic Direction 4: To continue and to expand
upon teacher professional development days and
events both in regional areas and throughout
greater Sydney. This will give teachers and staff
the confidence and inspiration to start and
expand gardening initiatives with their students.

constructed by YCG with the help of the school.
The series of gardens across the state will also be
compiled to form an e-resource for other schools.

Strategic Direction 2: Revisit sites that YCG have
previously worked with and ensure the programs
are still running effectively and provide assistance
where necessary.
There are a number of gardens that were
developed in schools previously, but have
unfortunately either been neglected or require a
boost. YCG will visit previous programs and
provide any assistance needed to revitalise the
gardens and enthusiasm.

Strategic Direction 3: Link in more consistently
with childcare centres and pre-schools in low
socio-economic community areas in need,
providing support for their compulsory
environmental education benchmarks. More than
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